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WHAT HEAVILY DAMAGED HAIR NEEDS

Heavily damaged hair loses Keratin resulting in a severely weakened hair structure.   
It requires extreme repair to recover.

GLISS™ ULTIMATE REPAIR™

1. Improved shine and up to 90% stronger hair**
2.  Deep reconstruction
3.  Improved combability
**with Shampoo and Conditioner 

THE HAIR REPAIR™ SOLUTION WITH 3X LIQUID KERATIN*

This high-performance formula with 3X LIQUID KERATIN* precisely repairs damaged hair 
and replaces lost Keratin leaving your hair restored and combable.
*Compared to other GLISS™ hair repair lines

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Shampoo hair using GLISS™ Ultimate Repair™ Shampoo.
2.  Gently squeeze excess water from your hair starting at the top of your head and 

working through to the ends.  
Schwarzkopf Stylist Tip: Your hair behaves like a sponge, if you squeeze the excess 
water from your hair prior to applying conditioner, your hair will better absorb the 
nutrients from the conditioner.

3.  Depending on the length of the hair, use a dime to quarter size amount of conditioner 
in the palm of your hand. 

4.  Gently massage onto the scalp working it through to the ends.  
5.  For best results, comb through the hair for even saturation. This will improve the 

conditioning effect and detangling. 
6.  Rinse hair thoroughly until all conditioner is removed. 
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WHAT HEAVILY DAMAGED HAIR NEEDS

Heavily damaged hair loses Keratin resulting in a severely weakened hair structure.  
It requires extreme repair to recover.

GLISS™ ULTIMATE REPAIR™

1.  Up to 95% stronger hair**
2.  Deep reconstruction 
3.  Instantly combable hair
**vs untreated

THE HAIR REPAIR SOLUTION WITH 3X LIQUID KERATIN*

This high-performance formula with 3X LIQUID KERATIN* precisely repairs damaged hair 
and replaces lost Keratin leaving your hair restored – for instant and effortless combability.
*Compared to other GLISS™ hair repair lines

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Shampoo and condition hair using GLISS™ Ultimate Repair™ Shampoo & Conditioner.
2.  Gently squeeze excess water from hair with a towel, avoid vigorously rubbing hair to 

minimize further hair breakage and damage.  
3.  Shake before usage. Spray into towel-dried or dry hair after washing. LEAVE IN. 

4. Comb through hair with a wide tooth comb to ensure even saturation, best protection 
and enriched nourishment.

5.  Blow dry or style as usual. Use regularly. 
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WHAT DRY, STRESSED HAIR NEEDS
Daily stress can dry out your hair until it reaches a breaking point. It needs deep repair 
from the inside and surface reconstruction from the outside.

GLISS™ ULTRA+ MOISTURE™

1.  Up to 85% less hair breakage*
2.  Intense hydration
3.  Ultra moisturized hair with healthy-looking shine
*vs untreated

THE HAIR REPAIR SOLUTION WITH KERATIN CARE-19 COMPLEX
This formula contains a special complex with 19 INGREDIENTS and deeply repairs your 
hair for soft, healthy-looking hair and significantly less hair breakage.

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Shampoo hair using GLISS™ Ultra+ Moisture™ Shampoo.
2.  Gently squeeze excess water from your hair starting at the top of your head and 

working through to the ends.  
Schwarzkopf Stylist Tip: Your hair behaves like a sponge, if you squeeze the excess 
water from your hair prior to applying conditioner, your hair will better absorb the 
nutrients from the conditioner.

3.  Depending on the length of the hair, use a dime to quarter size amount of conditioner 
in the palm of your hand. 

4.  Gently massage onto the scalp working it through to the ends.  
5.  For best results, comb through the hair for even saturation. This will improve the 

conditioning effect and detangling. 
6.  Rinse hair thoroughly until all conditioner is removed. 

GLISS™ Ultra+ Moisture™
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WHAT DRY, STRESSED HAIR NEEDS

Daily stress can dry out your hair until it reaches a breaking point.   
It needs deep repair from the inside and surface reconstruction from the outside.

GLISS™ ULTRA+ MOISTURE™

1.  Protection against hair breakage 
2.  Intense hydration 
3.  Instant combability

THE HAIR REPAIR SOLUTION WITH KERATIN CARE-19 COMPLEX

This formula contains a special complex with 19 INGREDIENTS and leaves your hair 
instantly combable and touchably soft.

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Shampoo and condition hair using GLISS™ Ultra+ Moisture™ Shampoo & Conditioner.
2.  Gently squeeze excess water from hair with a towel, avoid vigorously rubbing hair to 

minimize further hair breakage and damage.  
3.  Shake before usage. Spray into towel-dried or dry hair after washing. LEAVE IN. 
4.  Comb through hair with a wide tooth comb to ensure even saturation, best protection 

and enriched nourishment.
5.  Blow dry or style as usual. Use regularly. 
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WHAT COLOURED OR HIGHLIGHTED HAIR NEEDS

Through frequent hair-washing, coloured, tinted or highlighted hair loses its colour. It 
needs special protection to retain its intense colour and luminance. GLISS™ Color Guard™ 
Shampoo & Conditioner – specially developed for coloured or highlighted hair.

GLISS™ COLOR GUARD™

1.  Colour protection up to 12 weeks 
2.  Anti-fading
3.  UVA/UVB filter

THE COLOR CARE SOLUTION WITH COLOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

This formula with COLOR PROTECTION SYSTEM and UV filter, helps seal colour from 
washing out for optimal colour retention and beautiful luminance.

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Shampoo hair using GLISS™ Color Guard™ Shampoo.
2.  Gently squeeze excess water from your hair starting at the top of your head and 

working through to the ends.  
Schwarzkopf Stylist Tip: Your hair behaves like a sponge, if you squeeze the excess 
water from your hair prior to applying conditioner, your hair will better absorb the 
nutrients from the conditioner.

3.  Depending on the length of the hair, use a dime to quarter size amount of conditioner 
in the palm of your hand. 

4.  Gently massage onto the scalp working it through to the ends.  
5.  For best results, comb through the hair for even saturation. This will improve the 

conditioning effect and detangling. 
6.  Rinse hair thoroughly until all conditioner is removed. 
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WHAT COLOURED OR HIGHLIGHTED HAIR NEEDS

Through frequent hair-washing, coloured, tinted or highlighted hair loses its colour.  
It needs special protection to retain its intense colour and luminance. GLISS™ Color 
Guard™ Shampoo & Conditioner – specially developed for coloured or highlighted hair.

GLISS™ COLOR GUARD™

1. Colour protection up to 12 weeks 
2. Anti-fading
3. Instantly combable 

THE COLOR CARE SOLUTION WITH COLOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

This formula with COLOR PROTECTION SYSTEM helps seal colour from washing out for 
optimal colour retention and beautiful luminance.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Shampoo and condition hair using GLISS™ Color Guard™ Shampoo & Conditioner.
2. Gently squeeze excess water from hair with a towel, avoid vigorously rubbing hair to 

minimize further hair breakage and damage.
3. Shake before usage. Spray into towel-dried or dry hair after washing. LEAVE IN.
4. Comb through hair with a wide tooth comb to ensure even saturation, best protection 

and enriched nourishment.
5. Blow dry or style as usual. Use regularly.
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WHAT LONGER HAIR, PRONE TO SPLIT ENDS NEEDS

Long hair brushes against your shoulders or back leaving it weak: often breaking it.  To keep 
hair soft and healthy-looking it needs intense care that deeply restores from length to tip.

GLISS™ OIL NUTRITIVE™

1.  Up to 90% fewer split-ends*
2.  Deep repair without weighing down hair
3.  Touchably soft and shiny hair
*Using GLISS™ OIL NUTRITIVE™ Shampoo & Conditioner

THE HAIR REPAIR WITH 8 BEAUTY-OILS & KERATIN

This non-greasy formula with 8 BEAUTY OILS & KERATIN not only nourishes the hair,  
but also deeply repairs stressed hair structure, for fewer split ends.

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Shampoo hair using GLISS™ Oil Nutritive™ Shampoo.
2.  Gently squeeze excess water from your hair starting at the top of your head and 

working through to the ends.  
Schwarzkopf Stylist Tip: Your hair behaves like a sponge, if you squeeze the excess 
water from your hair prior to applying conditioner, your hair will better absorb the 
nutrients from the conditioner.

3.  Depending on the length of the hair, use a dime to quarter size amount of conditioner 
in the palm of your hand. 

4.  Gently massage onto the scalp working it through to the ends.  
5.  For best results, comb through the hair for even saturation. This will improve the 

conditioning effect and detangling. 
6.  Rinse hair thoroughly until all conditioner is removed.  

Schwarzkopf Stylist Tip: 

·  Rinse with cool water to close the cuticle locking in the caring ingredients  
provided by this sublime repair conditioner.
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WHAT LONGER HAIR, PRONE TO SPLIT ENDS NEEDS

Long hair brushes against your shoulders or back leaving it weak: often breaking it. To keep
hair soft and healthy-looking it needs intense care that deeply restores from length to tip.

GLISS™ OIL NUTRITIVE™

1. Weightless nourishment
2. Light-as-a feather hair frizz-fighting 
3. No residue 

THE HAIR REPAIR WITH 8 BEAUTY-OILS & KERATIN

This non-greasy formula with 8 BEAUTY OILS & KERATIN not only nourishes the hair,
but also deeply repairs stressed hair structure, for fewer split ends.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Shampoo and condition hair using GLISS™ OIL NUTRITIVE™ Shampoo & 
Conditioner. 

2. Shampoo and spray as leave-in on wet or towel-dried hair for weightless 
care without greasiness.

3. Use as beauty finish on dry hair. For an extra nourishing effect use overnight. Spray 
sparingly on the middle lengths and tips of the hair. 
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WHAT FLAT, LIFELESS HAIR NEEDS

Fine hair lacks natural density, which leaves it flat. To get natural volume and bounce you 
need weightless care that can lift hair from root to tip.

GLISS™ EXTRA VOLUME

1.  Visible and long-lasting volume
2.  Strength and bounce
3.  Lightweight fullness

THE REPAIR SOLUTION WITH COLLAGEN COMPLEX

This formula with COLLAGEN COMPLEX repairs inner hair damage and lifts the hair 
from the roots for long-lasting volume, without weighing it down.

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Shampoo hair using GLISS™ Extra Volume Shampoo.
2.  Gently squeeze excess water from your hair starting at the top of your head and 

working through to the ends.  
Schwarzkopf Stylist Tip: Your hair behaves like a sponge, if you squeeze the excess 
water from your hair prior to applying conditioner, your hair will better absorb the 
nutrients from the conditioner.

3.  Depending on the length of the hair, use a dime to quarter size amount of conditioner 
in the palm of your hand. 

4.  Gently massage onto the scalp working it through to the ends.  
5.  For best results, comb through the hair for even saturation. This will improve the 

conditioning effect and detangling. 
6.  Rinse hair thoroughly.
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WHAT FLAT, LIFELESS HAIR NEEDS

Fine hair lacks natural density, which leaves it flat. To get natural volume and bounce you
need weightless care that can lift hair from root to tip.

GLISS™ EXTRA VOLUME

1. Instant volume*
2. Lightweight fullness
3. Up to 24 hours of volume*
*vs. untreated

THE REPAIR SOLUTION WITH COLLAGEN COMPLEX

This formula with COLLAGEN COMPLEX repairs inner hair damage and lifts the hair 
from the roots for long-lasting volume, without weighing it down.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Shampoo and condition hair using GLISS™ EXTRA VOLUME Shampoo & Conditioner.
2. Gently squeeze excess water from hair with a towel, avoid vigorously rubbing hair to 

minimize further hair breakage and damage.
3. Spray into towel-dried or dry hair after washing on the roots. 
4. Comb through hair with a wide tooth comb to ensure even saturation, best protection 

and enriched nourishment.
5. Blow dry or style as usual. Use regularly.
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MEDIA CONTACT:

ANITA GERGICH

LEXPR CANADA

416-542-9140 X3367

agergich@lexpr.com 
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